PROOFING SOFTWARE
- Today over 700 newspapers, design studios, and web printers worldwide
rely on NEWSCOLOR proofs matched to press.

BENEFITS

- EASY - easiest to use software for newspaper proofing
- FAST - can produce a broadsheet proof in less than two minutes
- MATCH TO PRESS - proofs show the dot, screen angle, and dot gain on newsprint
- FLEXIBLE - drives one to eight HP printers at full speed on a single computer
- REPEATABLE - prints a consistent color match to press at remote locations
- ACCURATE - creates proofs using the same “Post-RIPped” data sent to plate

SPECIFICATIONS

- Pentium Pentium IV or AMD processor
- 1 GB RAM
- Fast hard drive with sufficient storage capacity for short term production
- Optional dual hard disk drives for increased throughput
- Windows 2000, XP Professional, or Windows Server 2000/2003
- (Important Note: Apple Macintosh connectivity requires W indows Server version)
- Network card
- Monitor, keyboard, mouse, and CD drive

FEATURES

- Hot folder support
- Multiple queue management
- Fast printing modes
- Bitmap rotate
- Bitmap scaling
- Job log
- Print to selected printers
- Move and copy job features
- Pre-timed or manual job deletion
- Reprint
- Adjustable newsprint color profiles
- Bitmap archiving
- Spot color support
- Maintain or upgrade old
SeeColor software color matches

COLOR MANAGEMENT

- Adjustable color profiles for newsprint
- Black only or color managed black
- Software tools to fingerprint press conditions
- Printer linearization software
- Spectrocam scanning spectrophotometer support
- X-Rite 400 and 500 series support
- ICC color profile support
- Press ColorMatches for major metro dailies available

FILE FORMATS

- Accepts “Post-RIPed” one-bit files from imagesetter or platesetter RIPs
- CCITT Group 4 TIFF
- Agfa TIFF LZW
- TIFF 8 bits / pixel, TIFF 32 bits per pixel

(RECOMMENDED HARDWARE)
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- Automatic fail-over between two
or more computers
- Add custom color bars, text,
or logos
- Convert bitmaps into JPEG / PDF
- Printer calibration reminder
- Optional PostScript RIP and
screening / JAWS Postscript 3
- Device drivers for HP 1050,
1055, 4000, 800, 2000, and
130NR printers
- Proofs halftone dots or optional
REMARQUE stochastic dots
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